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Solution of Initial Value Problem of
Gyro-Kinetic Equation
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Abstract

Applying the Laplace transform technique, the initial value problem of

gyro-kinetic equation is solved for the electrostatic ion temperature gradient

instability situation in slab and toroidal systems. The transformed perturbed

scalar potential, when evaluated on the real frequency axis, tends to small as the

growth rate increases, and shows a singularity only at the marginal stability

state. The time dependent solution for perturbed scalar potential is expressed in

terms of the discrete mode and the continuum contribution. At the marginal

stability state, the discrete eigenvalue attains the continuous eigenvalue

spectrum. For the subcritical state the discrete eigenvalue moves into the next

Riemann surface and tends to a damping mode, which has been numerically

examined making use of the analytically continued dispersion relation. The

time-dependent perturbed distribution is expressed in terms of the discrete

mode, the velocity dependent beam mode, and the continuum contribution.

Some characteristics of the discrete and continuum contribution are examined,

and application to anomalous transport theory is suggested.

Keywords : toroidal plasma, dispersion relation, discrete eigenvalue,

wave-particle resonance, continuum contribution, analytical continuation



§ 1. Introduction

Plasma instabilities have frequently been studied by solving the dispersion relation derived from

the quasi-neutrality relation for gyro-kinetic solutions. Solving the dispersion relation is equivalent

to calculating the discrete time eigenvalue coo with some physical parameters. When the growth rate

Y=Im(co0) i
s positive the plasma is said to be unstable, otherwise the plasma is stable, for certain

perturbations. One of the most important characteristics of the Vlasov and gyro-kinetic transport

equations is that they have both discrete and continuous eigenvalues[l][2][3][4]. Since the

continuous eigenvalue induced by the wave particle resonance is independent of the discrete

eigenvalue, i.e., instability, it has usually been neglected. Although the discrete mode may be more

important than the continuum contribution, the existence of the discrete mode (instability) depends

usually on some physical parameters. Since the continuum contribution always exists

independently of the discrete mode, it may become important particularly when the discrete mode

disappears.

When the discrete eigenvalue coo is evaluated, from the saturation condition of the nonlinear

growth rate YNL=T-k2
1Dx=0, the plasma diffusion coefficient is evaluated by D±=Y/k2

x. The plasma

transport coefficient, on the other hand, is also evaluated by making use of the wave-particle

resonance condition assuming perturbed scalar potentials exist. The latter approach is an evaluation

of the continuum contribution. The above two methods look independent each other. However,

when the complete solution for the scalar potential is derived, and expressed by the sum of the

discrete mode and continuum contribution, these two approaches may be studied from an unified

view point of gyro-kinetic eigenfunctions.

The purpose of the present paper is to solve the initial value problem of the gyro-kinetic equation

and investigate the behavior of both discrete and continuum contributions of time dependent

gyro-kinetic solution obtained by the Laplace transform technique for the electrostatic ion

temperature gradient instability situation in slab and toroidal systems.

§ 2. Laplace Transformation of Gyro-Kinetic Equation
We start with the Vlasov equation for the perturbed distribution f(r,v,t) in the toroidal

coordinate system (r,9,(|>) in the electrostatic approximation

where the equilibrium distribution is given by fo=N(r)fM(v) with N(r) and fM being, respectively,

the unperturbed density and the Maxwellian distribution:



n=eB/Mc, v m is the thermal velocity, § is the perturbed scalar potential, and other notations are

standard. Applying the Fourier expansion of the form

/(r,v,0 = £ f(Jk,v,t) exp (ik.r) , (3)

and bearing in mind the relations v.V = d/dt - d/dt and

d/o _ 2 v f 1 d/

we have

( ^ + v. V + Civ x *JL)tf + f $/0) = ( ^ + /co;)f $/0 , (4)

where to*1=(O*(l+'n(E-3/2)) with co*=cTke/eBLn, Ti=dlnT/dlnN, E=(v/vth)2 and l/Ln=dlnN/dr.

We apply the Laplace transformation:

fik,v,(£t)= I f(k,v,t)exp(i(ot)d( ,
Jo

to the both sides of eq.(4), we obtain

f$ l f § ? , 0 ) , ( 5 )

where G>D=k. vD with vD=b X (v^2+v(,
2) VlnB/Q, being the curvature drift velocity. From eq.(5),

we have the Laplace transformed gyro-kinetic solution in the form

- 0 ) o - ^ / / v, J / CO-COa-A:// V|

For electrons, the transit frequency k n v H =k y ve may be much higher than (0 and (O^, the

transformed solution may be approximated by

Jfavp) =f$4 . (7)
We apply eq.(6) for ions without subscript.

The perturbed density n is obtained by the velocity integration of f:

The quasi-neutrality condition, ne=n, then yields

A(*,G>,a?) $(*,<»,r) = i S(k,(0), (9)

where the no-dimensional quantity e<|>/r has been replaced by <j), and the dispersion function A and

the source function S are defined as follows:



fM , (10)

(11)

The argument in the Bessel function Jo has been defined by a=(2b)1/2vx/vth with b=(kxv(h)2/2

=k2 Or)2

Although the functional A involves the radial differential operator, for the sake of simplicity, here

we neglect the radial variation of the eigenfunction 9, i.e., we assume the local mode

approximation. In this case, A is a scalar function, and from eq.(9) we have

Introducing eqs.(10), (11) and (12) into eq.(8), we have the transformed density perturbation

which is essentailly the same as the scalar potential:

K

The time dependent solution can be obtained by the inverse Laplace transformation[5] of eq.(12):

where A, is a maximum positive constant for which 9 can exists.

§ 3. Inverse Laplace Transformation for Transit Resonance Case
To perform the Laplace inversion, we have to know the detail analytical property of the integrand

in eq.(13). The integrand usually has a pole at co=co0 given by the dispersion relation

A(*,C0) = 0 . (14)

The solution u)o of eq. (14), corresponds to the discrete eigenvalue. The real part, Reco0, is the

oscillation frequency and the imaginary part, Imco0, gives the growth rate of particular instability.

The function S and A involve the singular integral at the wave particle resonance condition

to=toD(v)+k|| v || for all v (15)

which occupies a part of the real axis which forms the continuum in the complex (0-plane. The

integrand is discontinuous across the continuum, i.e., the continuum is the boundary of the

analytical region of the integrand in the complex co-plane. The set of frequencies (the part of the real

axis) given by eq.(15) corresponds to the continuous eigenvalue.

Here we examine the analytical property of the dispersion function in some details. If we employ

the normalized variables x=vx/vtj1 and y=V||/vm, eq.(10) can be written in the double integral

form:



A(co) = l + ^ - JL f" dxxe- x2Jl(-/2bx)I(x,(£i), (16)

where

/(x,co) = I dyt~y —, , , . — 4 - . (17)
J-oo to - COD(x /2 + y ) - (H,y

When the curvature drift effect is neglected, CO^O, the resonance condition is simplified to the

purely transit resonance, co=G>t y. In this case the continuum occupies the whole real axis in the

complex co-plane. The dispersion function A(co) becomes discontinuous across the real axis, and

eq.(16) reduces to the usual form:

(18)"To"

where Fj=exp(-b) Ij , I; is the modified Bessel function and Zj is the moment of the plasma

dispersion function[6]:

The Laplace inversion in eq.(13) may be carried out by making a closed rectangular contour as

shown in Fig. 1, and shifting the vertical paths in the left and right sides to the left and right

infinity, respectively. Since the integral along the vertical paths tends to zero as they move to

infinity, the inversion path can be replaced by the residue at the pole co0 and the integral along the

real axis (continuum). If the pole given by eq.(14) is in the upper half co-plane ( Imco0 >0), the

inverse Laplace integral (13) can be expressed in the form

^ • < 2 0 )

where A' means the derivative with respect to co, A* has been defined by

A±(*,a)) = iiniA(*lca±ie), (21)

and S* are defined in the same manner. The first term in eq.(20) is the discrete mode, and the

second integral corresponds to the continuum contribution.

When the pole C0o is in the lower half plane, the pole contribution may be evaluated by analytical

continuation of A+ into the lower half plane and pick up the residue at the pole coo as shown by the

dotted contour in Fig.l. In this case, the pole co0 itself is evaluated as the solution of the

analytically continued dispersion relation A+(co0)=0, and the negative growth rate y=Imco0 gives

the Landau damping. The Laplace inversion can be expressed in the form

where P means Chauchy's principal value integral.
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By the same way, introducing eq.(12) into eq.(6) neglecting (Op, the time-dependent distribution f

can be obtained by the inverse Laplace transformation of eq.(6). In this case, additional singularity

apprears from the resonance denominator (to-k n v u ) in eq.(6). Applying the Plemeli formula for

the resonance denominator,

^ i (22)
and taking the same path integral as shown in Fig. 1, the inverse Laplace transformation of eq.(6)

for Op =0, yields the time-dependent solution:

The first term in eq.(23) is the discrete mode, the second velocity-dependent term is the beam mode

comes from the singularity in the continuum contribution, and the third term represents the

continuum contribution. The notation P in eq.(23) means the principal value intgral. If we integrate

the both sides of eq.(23) over velocity v, we have the time dependent peturbed density n(k,t) which

coinsides with the one derived by inverse Laplace transformation of n(k,co).

§ 4. Case of Ion Temperature Gradient Instability
We now consider the initial value problem of the ion temperature gradient mode in a toroidal

system, and return to eq.(16). If the curvature drift frequency coD is included, eq(17) can be written

in the form

/(;c,a)) = - — J ^ f ( _dy)7_ \ > (24)
where

y± = U - ©, ±(0)/ + 4(G> + ^ ) j * I , (25)

and G> and cOf mean the normalization by cô  . The integral given by eq.(20) can be expressed in

terms of the plasma dispersion function ZQ. Introducing thus obtained into eq.(16), we have

A(co) = 1 + i + f dxxt- *J%;ffix) z ° ^ )
Jo ro/,(ro,2 + 4( .

(26)

The square root function {<i$+4{(i>+y?-l2)}ia in eqs.(25) and (26) has the branch points at
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co=-x2/2-(a>t/2)2 and co=- °° in the complex co-plane. This square root function and therefore the

dispersion function A(co) is discontinuous across the branch cut which extends between these

branch points on the real axis in the complex co-plane. Notice that as compared with the case of C0D

=0, the continuum(the branch cut) has been changed from the whole real axis to the part of the real

axis: -°o <uK-cbt
2/4coD, i.e., the function A(c5) becomes continuous across the real axis in the

region GJ>-3St2/4(flb- When COQ ->0, the continuum is reduced to the whole real axis as shown the

first transit resonance case.

When the transit frequency is neglected (to^O), eq.(25) reduces to y± = ±(co+x2/2)I/2. Applying

the relation Z0(-Q=-Z0(Q to eq.(26), we have

A(co) = 1 + ^ + [°° dxxe- x2Jl(>/2bx) Z o 0 v ) ,, . (27)
T Jo . roD(ra + jc2/2)A

In this case, the branch cut (continuum) for the square root function becomes the negative real

axis:-°°<co<O. In this case too, analytical evaluation of eq.(27) may be difficult due to the square

root and the Bessel function. Equation (27) may be useful for numerical, evaluation.

The major complexity in eqs. (26) and (27) comes from the Bessel function and the expression of

the curvature drift frequency C0j> by two variables x and y. For the sake of simplicity, we here

assume that the ion Larmor radius is negligibly small, a->0, the ion transit frequency is also

negligibly low, CO -> 0, and the curvature drift frequency is proportional to the normalized energy

E: coD=coDE. In this case, the dispersion function A is expressed by the single integral:

P ( ^ , (28)
0 co-co^E

which can be written in term of the usual plasma dispersion function Z in the form

A(fc,co) =1 + i - cô Ti - 2 /w*( l - | r j ) - CXI -co^r |) \ | l + yroZ(/ro)J , (29)

where the bar over frequencies mean the normalization by cOp The plasma dispersion function is

numerically evaluated by the integral formula for Im£ >0,

u2)du , (30)

where the complex integral in eq.(3O) is understood as the path integral from -°° to -Im£ along the

real axis plus the path integral from -Im£ on the real axis to i£. Since the integrand in eq.(30) is

analytic, by making use of the analytical continuation, the integral path can off course be deformed

to any other convenient form. For Im£->0, i.e., £ is on the real axis, eq(20) reduces to the usual

formula

Z+(x) = exp( - x2)i lin - 2 P exp (u 2)du . (31)



The imaginary part of eq.(31), which corresponds to the 8-function term in the Plemeji formula

(22), is explicitly separated from the real integral part.

We assume a simple approximation: 0)0=2^0)* where e^Ln/R and R is the major radius. In

this case, the discrete eigenvalue coo given by A(k,C0o)=0 depends on two parameters T| and % .

For fixed TJ, the discrete eigenvalue 0)0 tends to negative real axis as % increases[7].

The negative real axis is the continuous eigenvalue given by the condition (15) for k j( V|( =0.

Although the Z-function is discontinuous on the whole real axis, in our problem, the argument is

always the square root type as seen in eq.(26). The square root function co1/2 has the branch cut on

the negative real axis. The function Z(co1/2) is, therefore, discontinuous across the branch cut, and

continuous on the positive real axis. This branch cut corresponds to the continuum given by the

resonance condition to=(OD(v).

The limiting value of the dispersion function A+ on the negative real axis can be analytically

derived by introducing eq.(31) into eq.(29). The real and imaginary parts of the dispersion function

A+ can be written

(32)

. (33)

The marginal stability condition, Imco=O, can be derived from A+(o))=0 for real (0. Applying

eqs.(32) and (33), we have the critical condition for a fixed £n:

(34)

The numerical factor 2 in eq. (24) is larger than 4/3 in the same formula derived by Guo et al[8],

which may be due to the difference of the numerical factor in the drift frequency : toD=2en0)*.

When r| is fixed, the critical condition for en becomes ec=^CT|/2(l+i:). Above the critical value, en >

£c, the instability is suppressed. The normalized frequency at the critical condition is obtained in the

form

f t = 1-3(1 +x)tn . (35)

Situations of the discrete eigenvalue coo and the branch cut (continuum) for the ITG mode in the

complex co-plane is shwon in Fig.2. The branch cut is the boundary of the analytic region of A. We

can examine the existence of the zero point coo of A by plotting the limitting function A+ and A' in

the complex A-plane. As seen in Fig.3, the complex function A+ and A" form a closed contour in

the complex A-plane. The contours of A+ and A" in Fig.3 also indicate that how much the limiting

dispersion function A+ and A" are discontinuous across the branch cut. When the closed contour

encircles the origin (the case of en=0.4(coD=1.25) ) the zero point 0)0 exists, while if the closed

contour does not encircle the origin (the case of en=0.6(%>=0.833) ) A has no zero point in the

complex co-plane.



We now investigate how the discrete eigenvalue moves after it attains the continuum for £n > £c.

The discrete eigenvalue may move into the lower half co-plane (next Riemann surface) across the

real axis as in the case of the slowing down continuum[9]. Although the limiting dispersion

function A+ is defined only on the negative real axis, we apply the same dispersion function by

analytically continuing into the lower complex co-plane, and calculate the solution «o of A+(C0o)=0

for £n > £c. As mentioned in the above, A is a function of cow which is also discontinuous across

the branch cut. To make the analytical continuation to the lower co-plane, both A and C01/2 should be

continued analytically across the branch cut. Since co^ can be continuous by multiplying exp(7i i)=

- 1 , the analytical continuation of the dispersion function can be made by using A+ with the

argument -co"2 when we cross the branch cut from the upper to lower planes. We numerically

calculated the analytically continued dispersion relation, and found that the solution co0 actually

moves into the lower co-plane ( next Riemann surface) as shown in Fig. 4. This means that the

discrete mode becomes a damping mode (Imcoo<0) for %>£(>.

Let us evaluate the time dependent solution by the inverse Laplace transformation (13). Since the

integrand in eq.(13) is analytic in the complex co-plane except the branch cut and pole, the inversion

path in the present case may be connected to form a closed path as shown in Fig. 2. The integral

along this closed contour is zero. Since the path integral on the large half circle vanishes as the

radius tends to infinity, the inversion path can be replaced the residue at the pole co=a>o an<3 the

integral around the branch cut (continuum). The time dependent solution can be written in the form

(36>

The absolute values of scalar potential kj>l=IS+/A+l on the negative real axis behaves as shown in

Fig.5. The potential shows singularity as the discrete mode tends to the continuum (the case of

G^O.SSS) or the ITG growth rate tends to zero. For unstable states with large growth rate, the

potential becomes small in the present linear theory. This means that strong instabilities may not be

found from the scalar potential spectrum as long as it is evaluated on the real frequency axis. The

strong singularity may happen only when the instability is close to the marginal state. This situation

may be applicable to any other instabilities. This may be a reason why it is usually difficult to find

clear correlation between the linear instability and observed frequency power spectrum of scalar

potentials.

When the discrete eigenvalue C0Q tends to the continuum, the first term in eq.(36) disappears, and

the solution is expressed by the second continuum contribution alone. In this case the discrete

eigenvalue COo is embedded in the continuum, and the first term in the integrand in eq.(36) has an

isolated singularity due to A+(c0o)=0. At the same time the second term also becomes singular

because A~(C0o)=0. In this case, the integral around the continuum may be deformed to encircle

the pole as shown in Fig.6. Because the path integral along the half circle can be replaced by the
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half residue, the second integral in eq.(26) can be written in the form

where the prime means the differentiation with respect to to and integral in the second term in eq.

(37) means the integral except the singularity at G)=G0o. As seen in eq.(37), even when the discrete

eigenvalue is embedded in the continuum, the discrete mode can be separated from the continuum

contribution with different coefficient. The discrete mode in this case is an oscillating stationary

mode.

The time dependent solution for Vlasov equation can be obtained by the same method. Since the

transformed solution f has the same singularity as <)) in the complex co-plane, f can be derived by

introducing eq.(12) into eq.(6), and then performing the inverse Laplace transformation in the

form:

• ( 3 8 )

where the first term represents the discrete ITG mode, the second term is the velocity dependent

beam mode which comes from the 8-function term (the compliment of the principal value integral)

in the continuum integral, the third term is the continuum integral around the branch cut, and the

fourth term represent the source.

§ 5. Summary
The time dependent solution for the perturbed scalar potential and gyro-kinetic equation have been

derived making use of the Laplace transform technique for the cases of ion temperature gradient

instability in the slab and toroidal system. In the slab geometry case of transit resonance co=k n v t, 5
the continuum consists of whole real axis across which the dispersion function becomes

discontinous as in usual case. While in the toroidal system, the drift resonance condition

CO=coD(v)+k|| v || limits the continuum to a part of the real axis. Across the complimentary part of

the real axis, the dispersion function becomes continous, and the analytical continuation into the

lower half complex plane can be made through the complimentary part of the real axis.

The time-dependent solution for the perturbed scalar potential has been expressed by the sum of

the discrete mode and the continuum contribution (Van Kampen mode). The solution for the

perturbed distribution is expressed by the similar but more complicated form, i.e., the continuum

10



contribution is separated into the velocity dependent beam mode and the usual integral along the

branch cut. The variation of the discrete eigenvalue G0o has numerically been examined for a simple

model of the dispersion function. When £„ increases, oo0 attains the continuum (negative real axis)

at the critical condition £n=ec. For the subcritical state £„>£,., the eigenvalue 0)omoves into the next

Riemann surface, and changes to the damping mode, which has been confirmed by numerically

evaluating the analytically continued dispersion function across the branch cut.

Behavior of the frequency dependence of transformed scalar potential <))(k,a)) given by eq.(12) has

also be examined for various values of %. The frequency spectrum of amplitute l<|>(k,co) I becomes

lower level as the growth rate increases. The spectrum evaluated on the real frequency axis shows

singularity only at the marginal stability condition in the linear theory. This may be the reason why

the linear instability is difficult to observe from the real frequency spectrum of transformed scalar

potential.

To apply the present result to anomalous plasma transport theory, the autocorrelation <<j>,<|)> has to

be evaluated. Since the discrete and continuum modes can be interpreted as the coherent $£ and

incoherent $jc modes, respectively, and they are orthogonal with respect to the ensamble average:

«pC)<|)jc>=0, the transport coeffiients may also be expressed by the sum of the discrete and

continuum contributions, <<j>c)<j>c> ant* "^ic.^ic^ respectively. In this way we may constract an

unified theory to anomalous transports. Detail of the application will be published elsewhere.
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Figures Captions
Fig. 1: Laplace inversion contour for the transit resonance case in a slab. The small circle around

the pole COQ gives the residue.The dotted circle in the lower plane indicates the case of

analytical continuation for the damping mode.

Fig.2: Deformation of the Laplace inversion contour for the ITG mode in the complex co-plane.

Fig.3: Variations of the limiting dispersion functions A+ and A" around the branch cut for different

values of 8n-

Fig.4: Trajectories of discrete eigenvalue o>o for T|-mode for various values of £n. Dotted curves

represent analytically continued coo to the next Riemann surface.

Fig.5: Variations of scalar potential <|)=IS+/A+I along the branch cut.

Fig.6: Deformation of the integral path around the continuum when the pole ©o is embedded in

the continuum.
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